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The study of forced convection of heat through tubes leads to the study of eigen- 
value problems for the Laplacian in which the eigenvalue appears quadratically. 
Estimates for the eigenvalues based on the eigenvalues of the Laplacian operator 
are derived. From these estimates the existence of a countable set of eigenvalues is 
derived. Furthermore, counting multiplicities, the set of eigenvalues can be put in 
one-to-one correspondence with the eigenvalues of the Laplacian. These results are 
then generalised to cover a class of selfadjoint linear elliptic partial differential 
equations in which the eigenvalue appears non-linearly. ‘ii 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The first investigations into the forced convection of heat through tubes 
(“the Graetz Problem”) dealt with tubes of circular cross section. This has 
been extended to flow between two flat plates and some analytic results 
have been given for other specific cross sections. The purpose of this paper 
is to consider tubes of arbitrary cross section, and to relate the eigenvalues 
for this case to the eigenvalues for the corresponding reduced wave equa- 
tion; that is, to the eigenvalues of the Laplacian operator. If we consider a 
uniform tube with its axis aligned in the x-direction and of arbitrary cross 
section $3 with boundary 139 in the Y-Z plane, the generalised Graetz 
problem requires the solution of the equation 
KV*T= pc,,u(y, z) g in Rx9 
with the boundary conditions 
T= To on a9, x < 0, 
T= T, on &3,x>O, 
T-+ To as x+-co, 
T-t T, as x3 +cx, 
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where K is the thermal conductivity of the fluid, c,, is the specific heat of the 
fluid, p is the fluid density, and u(y, z) is the fluid velocity. It is assumed 
that K, c,, and p are constants of the fluid. From the mechanics of fluids 
it is expected that u is continuous, and if the fluid is viscous, that u=O 
on 129. 
The equation can be reduced to non-dimensional terms by setting 
8 = (T- To)/(T, - T,), 0 = 4Gll,, and (=x/a, where a2 =jj9 dy dz and 
U max is the maximum of u on 9. 
Then the equation becomes 
with boundary conditions 
e=o onB,[<O, 
0=1 0na9, t>O, 
8+0 r-+ -cc in9, 
Q-i.1 ( -+ + cc in 9, 
The parameter Pi: is the non-dimensional P&let number umaxpc,,a/K. 
The solution has the form 
1-f ePn’4,(9, 0, if r > 0, 
n=l 
8= 
1 f eY”‘ll/,(rl, 0, if 5 < 0, n=l 
where the pn and qn are respectively the negative and positive eigenvalues 
of 
$=O on a9 
and the d,, tj, are the corresponding eigenfunctions uitably scaled. 
If Pe = 0 or v is a constant (slug flow) this reduces to the well-known 
problem of determining the eigenvalues of the equation 
fp=o on a9 
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which are known to be real and countable. It has been shown that the 
eigenvalues for the Graetz problem are also real in Jones [2], and this 
paper shows that they are countable and gives estimates for their values in 
terms of the eigenvalues of the reduced wave equation or Laplacian 
operator. 
2. PROOF OF ESTIMATES 
We now allow 9 to be an arbitrary bounded domain in R”. Let C;(9) 
be the usual space of infinitely differentiable functions which are zero out- 
side compact subsets of 9. Let H= H:(9) be the completion of C;(9) in 
the norm 
where 
Clearly H is a Hilbert space with this norm. Then consider the problem 
v2u + A( A + w(x)) 24 = @ in 9, 
u=o on a9, 
(2.la) 
where the weight function 0 < w(x) < w, for all x ~9. Unless otherwise 
specified, w is continuous in $3 and w = 0 on 89. Throughout this paper, 
when we say that (u, A) is a solution of (2.1) we mean a weak solution; that 
is, a function u E H and II E R such that 
i [-vu~vu+~(il+w)uu]=o for all u E C:(9). (2.lb) 9 
By standard regularity theory, if w is smooth so is u and (2.1) is satisfied 
pointwise. More generally, if w is essentially bounded in $3 then a solution 
u of (2.lb) is in FVf;f(9) and hence may be chosen so that a’u/axf exists 
almost everywhere and (2.la) holds almost everywhere in 9. Let 
V2q7$+~“f$?5*=0 in 9, 
cjj=o on as, (2.2) 
where 0 # di E H and Ai is the ith eigenvalue counting multiplicities. Thus 
O</l,</l,d&<.~.. The multiplicity of an eigenvalue A is taken to be the 
dimension of the null space associated with that eigenvalue. 
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THEOREM 1. The nth positive (negative) eigenvalue IL = 1, of (2.1) exists 
for n=l,2,... counting multiplicities. Furthermore, x,(1, + W,) = Ai, where 
I, is the nth positive (negative) eigenvalue of (2.2) for some W, satisfying 
o<w,<w,. 
Proof: Case 1. A >, 0. Let y = y,(n) be the nth eigenvalue of 
v*u + y(l+ w(x)) u = 0 in 9, 
u=o on as (2.3) 
Clearly 5 is a non-decreasing function of I for all non-zero u E H. By the 
Courant-Fischer criterion for the n th positive eigenvalue 
r,(n))’ = sup min $(A, u) >O, 
s o+ut.s 
where S ranges over all n-dimensional subspaces of H. Now, 
W(u) < iv4 u) < (A+ w,) It/(u). 
As A,,? + w, 3 0, on taking sup min, 
II sup min Ii/(u) <sup min $(A, u)< (A+ wm) sup min 1+9(u) 
s O#UES s OfLieS s O#UE.s 
A’< 
1 
-<(i.+w&. 
(2.4) 
x ’ YnU) n 
Also l/y,(O)>0 for all n as w>O on 9. If baa>O, 
O<L- l -=sup min [&a,u)+(b-a)$(~)] 
Y”(b) r,(a) s O#UCS 
-sup min $(a, U) 
s Ofl4E.s 
<(b-a) SUP 4+(u) 
O#ueH 
= (b-a)/A:. 
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Thus 6,(A) = i - y,(l) is a strictly increasing Lipschitz continuous function. 
Also 6,(O) = --y,(O) < 0 and 13 A, implies that 6,(A) > il -AZ/,? > 0. Hence 
there is exactly one positive solution of &,(A) = 0. Denote this solution by 
f. As y,+,(J-)>y,,(2), ~,+,(~)<6,(~) so that S,,+,(%,)<O and hence 
n+l >X, for all n= 1,2, . . . . 
If 1 is a positive solution to the original problem (2.1) then A is the nth 
eigenvalue of (2.3) for some n. Thus i = ~~(2) so S,(1) = 0 and hence 2 = 1,. 
Conversely, if A= 1, then 2, = y,,(x,) . is a positive solution of (2.1). Thus 
the nth positive eigenvalue of problem (2.1) counting multiplicities is I,, 
and from (2.4), ni61z<X,,(X,+ wm). Thus 2:=&(x,+ w,) for some W, 
satisfying 0 6 W, 6 w,. 
Case 2. 1~ 0. Put p = -A > 0. This time define 5 by 
Also define y”,(p) by 
F,(P)p’ = sup min 7(~ u), 
s O#UES 
(2.5) 
where S ranges over all n-dimensional subspaces of H. Now as p > 0, the 
set gfl = {x E 9 1 p - W(X) > 0} is non-empty and open since w is continuous 
and w = 0 on 89. Thus if one takes S to be an n-dimensional subspace of 
HA(Qp) then 0 # u E S implies I&P, U) > 0 and clearly y”;‘(p) > 0. As in case 
1, y”, is a non-decreasing Lipschitz continuous function. Again define 
ZJpL) = p -y”,(u). Clearly, for p > 0, 
so that ~,J~)>x,Z/~ and T,(p)? cc as ,uJO. Hence J,,,(p) + --co as ~10. 
Also, if PL> w, then it is clear that $(p, u)> (/.- w,) $(u). Hence 
Y,(P) d Jill - w,) and so &,(~u) -+ cc as p -+ cc. Hence for each n there is 
exactly one solution of z,,(p) = 0 denoted j&. The argument then follows 
case 1, to show that -fi, is indeed the nth negative eigenvalue counting 
multiplicities. Thus the eigenvalues are denumerable and there is a one-to- 
one correspondence between the eigenvalues and those of the Laplacian 
operator. Also, b,(fi, - w,) d 1: < bz, which means that 
wu((-Pn)+%)=~nz (2.6) 
for some W, satisfying 0 d W, ,< w,. 
If w is not continuous or w > 0 on a then the sets Qfl may have empty 
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interiors for some p > 0 and the y,(p) -i given by (2.5) may be negative (or 
even zero) for some p > 0. In this case the above argument is false since we 
cannot guarantee that $&) = 0 has a positive solution. In this case we can 
still show there is a denumerable set of eigenvalues using a variant of the 
above argument, however, we lose the ordering in (2.6). Instead of (2.6) we 
have the following: if -j& is the nth negative eigenvalue of (2.1) then there 
are a k and a P,,~ such that 0 ~p”,~ 6 W, and 
where 1, is the kth eigenvalue given by (2.2). Assume that 0 #WE Lp’2(9) 
for some p > n and w 3 0 almost everywhere on 9. 
Define~:[O,co)xH\{O}-+lF!andy”,:[O,co)--+Rby 
y”;‘(p) = sup min $(1*, u) > 0. 
s 0Zut.s 
By Sobolev’s inequality 
II u II 2p,(p~2)f~(P,~)IIVuI12 
for all u E H and p > n, where K is a constant depending only on p and 9. 
Thus 
OG i wu2G IlwII,,2 II~/I:,,~,~,~~K’ IIW: (2.7) 55 
for some constant K’ and all UE H, so 5 is well defined. Now 
IT;‘(lu2) - 7;%4)1 6 21~2 - hll~f since I$(P~, ~1 - 5(h, u)l G 
21p2-pLl ~~~~/~~lVul~ for all pL1,p2>0 and ucH\{O}. Thus 7, is a 
positive continuous function. As with the case A > 0, the negative eigenvalues 
i = -p < 0 for the original problem (2.1) are solutions of $,Jp) = 
P - y&L) = 0 with p > 0. Since &L, u) f p I9 u’/!~ 1 VU I2 and t&p, u) 3 
(p/(1 + K’)) s9 u2/13 jVu12 by the definition of $ and (2.7) we have 
for p > 0. Thus for each n = 1, 2, . . . there is at least one solution of 8,(p) = 0 
which satisfies 
L;<~~a(l+K’)2;, (2.8) 
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where K’ is the constant given in (2.7). Since 5, is not strictly increasing 
there may be more that one solution of z”,(p) = 0 (at least for n small) and 
the ordering of the eigenvalues in relation to 8, is lost. However, counting 
multiplicities, these eigenvalues cannot have a finite point of accumulation. 
Suppose otherwise. Then let pi + p*, where pi is a sequence of distinct 
eigenvalues with eigenfunctions ui. The eigenfunctions are assumed to be 
normalised in the sense that 
v2ui + ,ui(& - w) ui = 0 (2.9a) 
v2uj + &fj - w) uj = 0. (2.9b) 
Multiplying (2.9a) and (2.9b) by uj and ui, respectively, and integrating 
over 9 gives 
s [-vui.vuj+pi(pi-w)z4,z4j]=o (2.10a) % 
I [ -VUi’VUj+ /lj(Llj- w, Ui”jl =O’ (2.10b) 53 
Subtracting (2. lob) from (2.10a) gives 
Then (2.10a) becomes 
o=s, [-vu,.vz4j+p~z4iuj-J-pi s, w uiz4i 
= - J [Vu, . vu, + pipjuiuj] ~ 
=-- J 
% 
Cvui’vuj+ (P*12 ui”jl + C~*(~*--i)+~i(~*-~ji)J S, ui”j. 
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Hence there is an N such that i, j > N imply 
and hence that )I ui- uj\l * 2 1. Note that (1. I( * is an equivalent norm to 
the usual Hi(g) norm. Set (u, u) = j,Vu . Vu for all U, u E H. From 
[3, Chap. 3, Sect. 51, Eq. (2.9a) is equivalent to 
where C(p) : H + H is the completely continuous operator satisfying 
for all U, UEH. Thus ui= -[(P*)~ C(l)-p*C(w)] ui--qi, where yli= 
(p: - (p*)*) C( 1) ui - (pi - I*) C(w) ui. As (P*)~ C( 1) - p*C(w) is com- 
pletely continuous, the ui are bounded, and vi -+ 0 in H as i + co, the set 
{DE Hlu= [(p*)‘C(l)-p*C(w)] ui+qi for some i> has compact closure. 
This is a contradiction and the result follows. 1 
Remark. If 0 < w < w,, a constant, we can improve on the estimate 
(2.8) for large J., by noting that I&, U) 2 p sB u’/j& IVu 1’ + pw,u2) and 
therefore 
where p, is the nth eigenvalue of 
v*u-/Lw,u+p&=o in 9, 
u=o on 89. 
Thus pL, - pwm = ,4: so solutions p of 8,(p) = 0 satisfy nz d p2 d 2: + pwm or 
equivalently 
p(p + w,) < fq < p2. 
3. OTHER ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS NON-LINEAR IN THE EIGENVALUE 
Let A:g+W”” be a bounded measurable symmetric matrix function 
such that there is a y,,>O such that 
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and b: $3 + R” in L”(9), where p > n, p > 2 for some fixed p. Consider the 
non-linear eigenvalue problem: find A, u # 0 such that 
div(AVu + bu) - bTu + dc(;l, x) u = 0 in 9, 
u=o on a9 (3.1 I 
It is assumed that 2K (/ b I(,, < yO, where K= K(p, 9) is the constant of the 
Sobolev inequality 
This guarantees that 
I (VuT AVu + 2ubTVu) 3 (1 Vu 11: (yO - 2K jl b [I,) > 0. (3.2) %I 
The following assumptions about C: R! + L”“(9) defined by C(A)(x) = 
~(1, X) are made: 
C is continuous, c(A, x) is non-decreasing in A, and 
Sl(A) fl(X) Gc(L x) <g,(A) tz(x), 
where t, > 0 almost everywhere, gi(A), g2(A) > 0 are nondecreasing for 
A >o, s,(n), g,(A) t co as A -+ 00, and t,, t, E LP12(9). Let the functions 
G,, G,: [0, co) + [O, co) be delined by G,(ig,(i)) = I = G,(Ag,(A)), respec- 
tively. The mapping C is continuous if, for example, for almost all x, c( ., x) 
is continuous and for each M > 0, there exists qM E L”“(9) such that 
1 c(l, x)1 <q,,,,(x) for all 0 d 1 GM. The following result is a natural exten- 
sion of our results for positive eigenvalues of (2.1). 
THEOREM 2. Under the above assumptions, (3.1) has a denumerable set of 
positive eigenualues ‘x, which has no finite point of accumulation and can be 
put in one-to-one correspondence with the eigenvalues of (3.1) with c(A., x) 
replaced with t,(x). Furthermore, the following estimates hold 
where t,, and t2,, are the nth eigenvalues of (3.1) with c(L, x) replaced by 
t,(x) and t2(x), respectively. 
Proof: Consider the ordinary eigenvalue problem for fixed A: 
div(AVu + bu) - bTVu + yc(A, x) u = 0 in 9, (3.3) 
u=o on a9. 
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This has a complete set of eigenvalues 
O<Yl(i)<Y,(A)<... 
and y,(L) + 03 as n -+ 00. This follows from the spectral theory of compact 
selfadjoint operators [ 1, Chap. 241. Define the functionals 
l)(l,u)= j9,.,;,x,qj9 (VuTA(x)Vu+2ubTVu) 
Ti(“)= j f;(x) u2/ j ( Vz4?4(x)Vu+2ub’Vu), i= 1, 2. 9 Y 
Then 
l/y,(A) = sup min $(A, U) 
s 0fUE.s 
l/tin = sup min T,(U), i= 1, 2? 
Ly O#ueS 
where S ranges over all n-dimensional subspaces of H = H;(9). As 
for all 1, U, so taking minima and suprema gives 
Noting that c(i,, x) - c(i,, X) = s(A2, I.,, x), where lim,,, j,, //E I/P,2 = 0, we 
see that 
I $(A, 3 u) - rC/cn,, u)l 
d I y Ic(~2,x)-cc(~I,x)I u2 (VuT A(x) vu + 2ubTz4) 
G K’ II 6 llp,2/bo - 2K II b II J 
It is easy to see that the y,(L) are continuous in 3,. Furthermore, the y,(i) 
are non-decreasing in both n and 2. Defining 6,,(i) = L-y,(J) it is clear 
that 6,(O) = -y,(O) < 0 and that 6, is a strictly increasing function and that 
6,,(A) = A - y,(l) 3 ;1- tr,/gr(~) r cc as 3, + co. Hence there is exactly one 
root of 6, for each n. Each root of 6, is an eigenvalue of (3.1) so there is 
an infinite set 0 < 1, d 2, < . . of solutions to (3.1). Moreover these are the 
only solutions. If ,I, u #O solves (3.1) then y = i is an eigenvalue of (3.3); 
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say the kth. Then 2 = ~~(1) so s,(n) = 0 and A = 1,. Counting multiplicities 
as in Section 2 shows that xk is indeed the kth positive eigenvalue of (3.1) 
counting multiplicities. 1 
For discussion of compact operators in a similar context see 
Ladyzhenskaya and Ural’tseva [3, Chap. 3, Sect. 51. 
The following results may also be of interest. Their proofs are based on 
the previous ideas together with some minor additional arguments. We 
omit details. 
In particular, it is possible to remove the restriction that (1 blip < yo/2K 
at the expense of the eigenvalue estimates under suitable assumptions: 
C: (w -+ L”/‘(g) is differentiable and (d/&)(J.C(J))(x) > 0 almost every- 
where for A> 0. 
The mapping C is differentiable if, for example, there is a set N c 9 of 
measure zero such that (J/aA)(c(n, x)) exists for all x E g\N, and for each 
M>O there is a qMuEp'*(9) such that I(a/an)(c(J, x))l <q,+,(x) for all 
0 d 2 GM. In this case the condition becomes (a/an)(Jc(& x)) > 0 for 
almost all x E g\N and for all A 2 0. By [3, 2.19, p. 481 one can choose 
T> 0 such that 
s (VuTAVu+2ubTV~+T2~*)>d,, II&, 9 
where d0 is a positive constant. Then consider the functional 
a(n,.,=~~(~+c(~,x))~‘il (VuT.4Vu+2ubTVu+T2u2) 
f%, 
and 
y,(n)-’ = sup min $(A, u) > 0. 
s 0ftdE.s 
Now 7, is a continuous function of 1. Monotonicity properties for y”, may 
no longer hold. However, existence can still be established by noting that 
if 1 is fixed then lim, _ co v,(n) = co, and if n fixed then lim,, ~ P;‘(n) = co. 
It follows that for some no, if n > n, then y’,(A) = 1 has a solution I > 0. It 
can be shown that the positive eigenvalues of (3.1) have no finite accumula- 
tion point. 
Also, it is possible to extend our results for the negative eigenvalues 
of (2.1) to (3.1). The following assumptions about the mapping 
C* R + L”‘*(g) are made: C is differentiable, and for each 1 GO either 
(d/d)(lC(l))(x) > 0, or (d/&)(lC(A))(x) < 0, or 1) b lip < yo/2K and there is 
a real number r(1) such that K(n)(x) + Qn)(d/&)(K(n))(x) < 0 almost 
everywhere in G@; Ic(l, x) = p(d(p, x) - w(p, x)), where A = -p; 
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D: [0, co) + L”‘*(9), defined by D(p)(x) = d(p, x) is continuous; w > 0 
almost everywhere in 9; gr(p) t,(x) 6 d(p, x) <g+) t*(x), where g,(p) > 0 
and g,(p) t co, ti E L”“(9) for i = 1,2, tI > 0, and there is a constant k such 
that kt ,(x) > w(p, x) almost everywhere in 9, as p + co for i = 1,2. Then 
there is a denumerable set of negative eigenvalues I = -p which have no 
finite point of accumulation. 
The proof is similar to that of the previous results on considering 
The differentiability assumption on C guarantees that 
1 
- = sup min I&, U) 
Y,(P) s O#ueS 
is continuous and also that the eigenvalues cannot have a finite point of 
accumulation; in the case ( -p) c( ---CL, x) = p(p - w(x)) we have used 
p(p - w) - p(d/dp)(& - w)) = -p2 to show that the eigenvalues have no 
finite point of accumulation. 
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